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EVERY MISTAKE IS AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR

GROWTH.

I

the 2014 show season is over. For trainers and
non-pros alike, the end of the season marks the beginning
of the next level. Whether your horse is moving from the
Green division to the Open division or you are a rider moving from a Limited rider to an Open rider, at the season’s end,
each of us must gauge where we go from here.
The end of the season is the perfect time to analyze and
evaluate results in accordance with the goals you set at the
beginning of the year. Horses should be reassessed for their
talent, growth and potential for the coming season. This
is also the time when every trainer or rider must appraise
their training program and evaluate their level of education
No matter how successful last year was, the coming show
season will be tougher—it’s simply the nature of competition.
If you were fortunate enough to have the horse to beat last
season, rest assured someone will go home and work tirelessly to become next year’s horse to beat. If your achievements

sometimes determining the holes in your training program is
—many quite resistant to
change. But for a handful, change is an ever-present part of
the program. For a few, it is as much a part of the routine as is
draping the reins in the exact same fashion every time a bridle is hung. Winners incorporate change into their routine.
In fact, they rely on switching things up to better their

more competitive.
sometimes the only way to see the gap is by modifying
the program. You may think your horse is broke well for a

TAKE STOCK IN
YOUR STOCK—

two-year old, but let another person ride the horse and you
may see a completely different picture. The very exercise of
letting someone different ride the horse may show you exactly where the hole in your program is. Instead of being embarrassed or afraid the horse will misbehave, great horsemen evaluate the horse’s behavior and gauge it against their
intentions to see how they measure as horse trainers and to
gauge their horse’s strengths and weaknesses.
The same holds true for riders. For Non-pro riders starting the season on a new horse or learning a new maneuver
their ability to feel and control their aids and communicate
with the horse will be tested. Learning a new technique requires some failures; it is part of the advancement process.

THE INVESTMENT PAYS
IN BIGGER WINS.

Fear of failure prevents many from progressing but for
the highest achievers, confronting the cracks in their program is a challenge they attack with gusto. Just as a horse
the pressure of the rider’s leg in a side pass, riders must
learn how to use their aids effectively so the horse may understand the rider’s expectations. Until tested, riders are unaware of where the gaps are.
Without miscommunication, there would be no
the cracks in the program lays the foundation for progress.
on every level.

awareness of where the gaps in your program lie so you
may improve your level of competitiveness. Training
and showing horses provides plenty of opportunity for
humility. Do not make this all about you and your short
comings. That is NOT what this is about. This is about
your training. all things that lead to greater success, in
program you may also discover strengths you were not
aware of.

Take a hard
look at your horses, your riding and your results. Use
the results as a guide to map out goals for the coming
season. While no two horses are exactly the same, each
will have to be challenged to step up the level of training. Be realistic and look at the efforts and methods you
use in your training program, then decide where changes need to be made.
Whether it is a friend, another trainer or another horse, you must ride with someone else
to advance your program. No one gets to the top alone.
Everyone gets comfortable, even complacent with their
understanding of their ride. Riding different horses
or having someone else ride your horse broadens the
knowledge base. If this menial task reveals cracks in
the training, you then have a clear path to improve your
methods and the exercise has served its purpose.
You do not have to follow every piece of advice you are given about any given topic. But you must
develop a keen eye for where your horses are in comparison to the others. It is from there that you will evaluate whether or not you are on the right path. are your
horses as soft in their frame as the winners? are they
too mechanical, too slow or over-trained? Maybe your
horse does not turn around smoothly, is slow to move
away from the cone or elevates in transitions. Or perhaps the competitors have a better seat, a stronger leg
or faster set-up in showmanship. These are all areas that
can easily be improved with proper attention. Learn to
evaluate and compare your horse or horses against the

mission. This is an exercise to lead you to increased

Do not hide behind
your fears. Instead, reach for the next level, regardless
of what that level is. No matter your age or stage of
the game, strive for excellence and you may just surprise yourself with what you can achieve. Every winner
started at the bottom. Winners are not born; they are
made with sweaty saddle pads and boots on the ground.
stretching the boundaries of your current state is the
only way to grow your expertise.
patchwork is just that—a jumble of
incongruous parts. For training to have real meaning in
the show pen or when it really counts, you cannot go
around the holes. You must dissect problems from the
core, repair and rebuild, not just cover them with a band
aid. Think about long-term results and you will never
do wrong. It is always better to take your time and do
things the right way than to take a shortcut with inferior
short-lived results.
This year as you look back on your season, appreciate the
bad with the good. Look at where you started, the hurdles
you had to overcome and the goals yet to achieve. The winimprove their success. Take stock in your stock—the new
season is just around the corner!
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